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NEWS FROM THE SOCIETY'S TPO STUDY GROUP                                                                                            FRED HOADLEY

                                                   Fig. 1                                                                                     Fig. 2 
The Group’s most recent challenge originated from a collector in France who emailed an enquiry, via the Society’s  
website, about an unusual GENÈVE-CULOZ-GENÈVE TPO cancel on a 1911 postal card in his possession (see Figure  
1  above).  As  can  be  seen,  the  cancel  is  different  from  the  types  recorded  in  the  Handbook  of  Swiss  TPO  
cancellations, by Alfred Müller, listed as: AW 86B/29, with 8 vertical bars, and 

                                                                   AW 86B/30, with 12 vertical bars (see Figure 2 above). 

So far, comments have been received from David Hope, Don Symonds and Bob Medland regarding the original  
query, and we have noted the main differences that have been identified so far, notably: 

* Rounded letters in the inscription (instead of oval) 

* No full-stop after AMB 

* Open stars (instead of black stars) 

* No ‘accent grave’ over the second ‘E’ of GENÈVE 

* Thin vertical bars as opposed to the thick bars normally seen on these cancellers 

* Vertical bars touch the inner circle and the date bridge, whereas standard postmarks of this type always 
have a gap round the edges. 

      * Train number 584 looks ok, except that the ‘4’ is closed, where normally it would be of an open style.

We saw no problem with the franking, as the Cross & Numeral was still valid at this time. David pointed out that a  
receiving mark would normally have been applied to mail of this period but is absent here. There may be other 
differences, and we would welcome help from other members who might have seen a similar example, or can 
confirm if it is genuine.

ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 5  th   - 6  th   APRIL 2014                                                     NORTON WRAGG HONORARY TREASURER 

Full  details  of  this  meeting,  to  be held  at  The  Prince  Rupert  Hotel,  Shrewsbury,  were included  with  the January  
Newsletter. If you have not already booked and would like to attend please send your booking form for the meeting to  
the Treasurer as soon as possible and make your hotel reservation direct to the hotel quoting the Society (telephone  
no.  01743 499955).  The hotel  are urging us to make our reservations before the end of  February  as  they cannot 
guarantee that rooms will be available at the rate we have negotiated at the last minute. If you have not attended one  
of our meetings before you would be made most welcome. We look forward to seeing you there.
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ESSAYS 1880                                                                                                                               DAVID COLMAN

In 1880 the Postal authorities had formed the intention to replace the embossed Sitting Helvetia series. The initial  
plan was to replace the values up 15 cents with the Shield and Cross design, as indeed was done in 1882, and to  
find alternative replacements for the higher values. According to R.F. Bulstrode in the Swiss Philatelist (Numbers  
86/87/88 in 1984): "As we reach 1880 there was a flurry of Essays, partly of private origin and partly aimed at a  
Post office contract which led to the "Standing Helvetia" issue. The most important of these is the "Libertas"  
Essay;  of  this  development of  the 20 and 25 cent versions  was authorised by  “Oberpostdirektion Order No. 
1014/6, 20.XI.1880". The 50c. and 1Fr. values were never authorised and are a private production by the same  
printers, Mulhaupt and Son of Bern. Three different dies were used for the lady's head and two for the frame on  
the 25c .values." 

The 20c. blue die proof in Figure 1 is an official proof, with faint engraver's marks ( only visible when enlarged) at  
all the corners and the centre of all the edges. Note that the value figure is much larger than in any of the 25c.  
proofs. It is printed on a thin brownish wove paper. 

                                                         Fig. 1                                                       Fig. 2
The notes accompanying the grey-green 25c die proof in Figure 2 are intriguing. It is on "laid paper" and has a  
catalogue number 30.2.01. That form of catalogue number is very similar to that applied to Sitting Helvetia proofs  
in the 1924 Zumstein Handbuch. Unfortunately with no copy of that available to me it is not possible at this time
to give catalogue values to the three other die proofs shown in Figure 3 to 5. All the proofs shown here have the 
name Libertas  in  the  diadem or  tiara.  According  to  Bulstrode  die  3  omits the  name in  the  diadem.  I  have 
insufficient material to distinguish head dies one and two or the two frame dies. 

The three proofs in Figures 3-5 are all of the same size. The central, deep orange one, is printed on a very large  
square of pale brown card, while the left hand more yellow-orange die is on a smaller brown mount of the same 
paper. The green-blue right-hand proof is on a grey mount. All of them are prints of Head 1 (i.e. the first die) and  
probably the first frame die also. Presumably there are proofs in other coloured proofs around, and for a full list  
we  will  need  the  catalogue  section  of  the  1924  Zumstein  Handbuch.  If  anyone  has  a  copy  I  would  greatly  
appreciate you getting in touch. 

                              Fig. 3                                                            Fig. 4                                                          Fig. 5
In the event it was decided to use the Standing Helvetia design for all values above 15 cents, so the 20 and 25 cent  
Libertas designs never went into production. The private Mulhaupt prints of the 50c. and 1fr. in both imperforate  
and perforate form are commonly available in many colours. 

Also in 1880 the Medallion Essay was put forward as a possibility by H. Wildschut. This essay appeared in carmine  
with a 50 centime value. Figure 6 shows two proofs of the essay in actual relative size, the large left-hand version 
measuring 27x33mm and that on the right 18.5x22.6mm. The smaller lighter coloured essay is the rarer one of the 
two. The name Wildschut appears in minute letters under the banner containing the word "centimes".
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                                                                                                 Fig. 6
The head of the lady in the Medallion, pictured in rather a Greek heroic style, is surrounded by a circular mount  
with 22 stars, while the mount for Libertas is much like that for Standing Helvetia, the ovoid star band being 
broken at the top by a banner announcing Helvetia and the bottom the value figure.
 
Another essay printed by Mullhaupt et Fils around 1880 is the Rütli Oath essay. It was printed in several colours on 
card,  but  only  15c.  varieties  are  recorded.  The  Essay,  based  on  a  painting  of  1780  by  Johann  Fussli,  was  
imperforate, but had perforations incorporated into the design. It has fifteen perforations, one more than the  
largest number on any of the Standing Helvetia series. Two examples of the essay are shown in Figures 7 and 8, 
one in grey-green on card and one in grey-black on wove paper.. 

                                                     Fig. 7                                                                       Fig. 8
Another essay of around 1880 is that printed by Max Giradet in Bern. This has many features in common with the  
Standing Helvetia design. There is a standing female figure, but she faces left. Instead of an axe, she holds an axe  
in a bundle of fasces bound by a ribbon bearing XXII (the number of the cantons) and stars in the two vertical side  
frames. The design exists without figures of value and also in 10cts. and 25cts. versions. The design and plates 
were bought by the Post Office, but 10cts. prints were sold privately in many colours. Figure 9 displays the only  
25c. essay in my collection and Figure 10 a carmine version of the 10c. print, one of eight different colours that  
could have been presented. 

                                                  Fig. 9                                                                          Fig. 10
In the event none of the above designs was chosen to replace the higher values of the Sitting Helvetia issue, and 
all values from 20c. to 1Fr. were replaced by the A series of Standing Helvetia on I.IV.1882 with a 3Fr. value added 
in 1891. (Refs. Wing Cdr. R.F. Bulstrode, “Proofs and Essays 1843-1882”, The Swiss Philatelist Nos. 86/87/88 1984.)

NEWS OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS OF THE NORTHERN GROUP IN 2014
There will  be  no meeting  in  February.  Saturday,  1st March:  Cantonal  Capitals  -  All  members.  Revised date  – 
Saturday 12th April - AGM and Open Competition. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, 
Yorkshire commencing at 2.00pm. Further details from David Hope Tel. 0161 3030091.
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THE 100  th   ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIELD POST IN SWITZERLAND 1889 – 1989                                               ARTHUR WYSS

Part 3 translated into English by Eric Lienhard. The second part was in the January edition (pp.2 – 4).

Fig.  14 (above  left)  A  FP  sorting  centre  for  despatches  to  foreign  POWs and  Internees  in  Switzerland,  in  a  
gymnasium in Bern, 1916.
Fig. 15  (above right) "There is no enmity here":- French, German and English soldiers acting as Post Orderlies  
collect the consignments for their interned comrades at FP Luzern in 1917. The FP was responsible for a smooth  
running operation.

4.2 Postal provisioning of the troops.

Already in the early days of the frontier occupation the FP traffic rose steeply, bottlenecks and delays occurred,  
caused by the mobilisation of many of the skilled staff of the civilian post office. Certain limitations were found to  
be necessary:- Maximum Weight per parcel was set at 2kg, except for shoes and parcels to HQ; also forbidden  
were, amongst other things, drink and easily perishable foods (such as fresh fruit),  also COD and telegraphic  
money transfer, as well as local view postcards sent by soldiers – for security reasons. On the 20 th August an 
appeal was made to the population to keep the number of FP items to a minimum for the time being.

From the beginning it became evident that the FP staffing levels were insufficient and after 3 weeks they had to  
be increased from approx. 350 to 750 personnel. As far as possible, job suitability was maintained and uniformed 
postal workers were released from their erstwhile units and transferred to the FP service. The large increase in  
postal traffic in the following years necessitated further increases in staffing levels, so that by the end of 1918 the  
total grew to battalion strength: 110 officers, 120 secretaries (NCOs) and 787 packers and permanent FP orderlies  
(NCOs, lance corporals and soldiers) in total 1017 men.

As a rule the exchange of post between the FP and the Troop FP Orderlies occurred daily at the catering stations.  
During stable conditions i.e. besides manoeuvres or relocations, the troops received the letter post twice daily,  
whereby as far as possible the civil post was used. The handing out of the post usually occurred the same day as  
the main roll call or in quarters.

From 1915 on the FP also took care of the postal service in barracks, for the purpose of which special post offices  
were created. The postal service to medical establishments generated special tasks requirements in Solothurn and 
Olten/Zofingen. For this purpose FP Solothurn and FP Olten maintained special card indices which, by the end of  
1918,  contained over  97,000 cards  with  more than 196,000 amendments.  The FP also filled  a  special  social  
function  with  its  postal  service  to  soldier  welfare  clubs  and  reading  rooms,  soldier  homes  as  well  as  war  
launderettes, which were created for poor soldiers and those without families.

The FP successfully encouraged the troop accountants (Quartermaster and Quartermaster Sergeants) to open Giro 
accounts for their units and as far as possible to transact payments via Giro. Thus it was possible to reduce the 
number of risky cash transactions.

At Field Post Division there was a central Lost Property office which dealt with undeliverable mail and carried out  
the necessary enquiries. During the whole mobilisation period 5,950 parcels and laundry packets were lost i.e.  
approx. 1 in 10,000.
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In 1917 the Head PO Directorate agreed the following with the EMD (Federal Mil. Dept.):- "The liability of the PO 
for FP mail is as within the framework of the Postal Regulations. For damaged or lost mail within the military 
organization, the military authorities have the same liability towards the civil postal authority as the latter have  
towards the claimant."

In the same year each Division FP was allocated a motorized lorry, whereby each lorry replaced three two-horse 
conveyances. By the end of the War all remaining horse drawn conveyances were replaced by motorized lorries.  
Generally  the FP used any suitable  method of  transportation:-  Railways,  cyclists,  toboggans,  carrier  convoys, 
beasts of burden and skiers.

From August 1914 to October 1918 the FP recorded the following postal traffic numbers :

                                                                              To Troops                      From Troops                     TOTAL
                   Parcels and Laundry                      33,830,000                     30,426,000                  64,256,000
                   Packets Unregistered

                   Letters and Postcards                    39,760,000                     72,400,000                 112,160,000

                   Newspapers                                    15,333,000                             -                             15,333,000

                   Giros, number                                1,415,300                        770,700                        2,186,000

                   Registered mail                                 807,600                          372,100                       1,179,700

                   TOTAL                                              91,145,900                    103,968,800                 195,114,700

Up to the end of 1918 military personnel received 23 million free pre-printed FP cards from the civilian PO. The  
total sum paid in and out on Giros via the FP reached approx. 128 million Sfr.

The respect in which the FP was held by the troops grew year on year. This was justly recognized by the federal  
decree, introducing the rank of Sgt. Major for regular FP Orderlies and Packer NCOs. This eliminated a much  
criticized inequality.

The  Mobilization  from  1914  to  1918  signified  a  difficult  test  for  our  FP  service  which,  thanks  to  timely  
improvements to the organization and continual adjustments but above all to the dedication of the personnel,  
was carried out with honour. General Wille testified to this in his report to Parliament on the active service as  
follows:- "The FP found itself faced with a huge task right at the beginning of the mobilization, to which it applied  
itself in commendable manner. A particularly difficult area was the postal service to hospitals and sanatoria. The 
FP earned the accolade of conscientious and faultless execution of its duties, often under difficult conditions".

4.3 The postal service for foreign Prisoners of War and Internees in Switzerland

One of the tasks of the FP in Switzerland was the direction of the post for the numerous hospitalized, ill  or  
wounded foreign Prisoners of  War from both hostile  sides.  From 1916 on there were additionally  increasing  
numbers of Internees, mainly escaped Prisoners of War (German, French, Belgian and British) who managed to 
escape from camps in adjoining countries. In larger health resorts, where foreign soldiers were accommodated 
mainly in empty hotels, special Internee POs were established. Additionally more than 200 civilian POs were also  
responsible for the postal service for the erstwhile fighting soldiers seeking safety in our country.

Much post reached Switzerland without indication of destination, thus the FPD had to maintain a central card  
index at FP Office 23 in Bern, which listed the location of every individual.  The receiving and delivery service which 
was organized and controlled by the FP, were carried out by 550 to 600 internee postal orderlies. From 1916 to 
1919 the Internees received over 15 million letters and postcards, 726,000 pacels as well as 578,461 CODs to a  
total of 15.4 million Sfr. During the same period they sent approximately 8 million items to their relatives abroad.  
Of course this postal traffic was free due to the UPU treaty. 

The fourth part of this article will appear in the March 2014 edition of the Newsletter.
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A NEW MASTHEAD FOR THE NEWSLETTER                                        BOB MEDLAND (ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE)

It cannot have escaped your attention that this and the last two editions of the Newsletter have a completely new  
masthead. This follows extensive work and consultation carried out by your committee. The task was made a lot  
easier and quicker through the use of computers and e-mail, although (as one member pointed out) at least we 
have a benefit from technology that otherwise is contributing to the decline of our hobby. In January we also 
introduced a new font, ‘Calibri’, as part of the face-lift. All this has come about not as ‘change for change’s sake’  
but  originates  from  long-standing  views  that  your  society  needs  a  form  of  emblem  or  logo  that  will  be  
recognisable as relating to both Switzerland and its philately. Numerous designs and options were considered and  
debated at length: the resultant combination of the ‘Standing Helvetia’ icon set against the outline map of the  
country seems very appropriate. We hope that you like the new appearance of the newsletter.

The newsletter masthead has changed a number of times over the years and above, out of interest, is a scan of 
the newsletter masthead from (nearly) 50 years ago when it was produced with a duplicator machine on foolscap 
paper. Interestingly, it was without an overall border then, as it is again now. How fashions come and go with the  
times!

THE ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING                                                                                 A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

I have been asked to provide some further details regarding members' participation in the events at the National  
Meeting. As you have seen from the notice in the January Newsletter there are two main presentations given by  
named members while others attending have the opportunity to be involved in the three other activities, namely  
the competitions, the auction and members' displays. 

*The Competitions – these are open to all members. All entries are 16 sheets and will be judged by members  
attending the National Meeting. Anyone not attending the meeting may send a colour photocopy of their entry to  
me. The Helvetia Silver Cup is for any subject except postal history. Therefore entries can cover stamps, postal  
stationery, revenues, thematic and cinderella. The Moore Trophy covers any aspect of postal history e.g. routes,  
rates, postage due, TPO, censored, aerophilatelic. 
*The Auction - Members are welcome to bring along any items e.g. stamps, postal history, ephemera, etc. they  
wish to offer for auction. The more the merrier. 10% of the proceeds will go towards Society funds. 
*Members' Displays -  Do you have a favourite subject to share or have you a query you want answered ? Do you  
have one sheet or 20 or more ? This is the place to get involved and show the diversity of interests within Swiss  
philately and/or to get answers. So bring something along for everyone to enjoy. 

We hope to see you there. It is a great opportunity to meet with fellow members in a relaxed atmosphere and 
share our varied interests in Swiss Philately. 

SOUTHERN GROUP MEETINGS - Saturday 22nd February 2014: 'Mixed Franking' (i.e. any item of mail with stamps 
of different value, colour or design, including imprinted stamps and soldier stamps) – All Members. 7 th June 2014. 
"Pages from Peace" (Peace and Peace Laureates) with guest speaker Grace Davies. 4 th October has been booked 
for the Autumn meeting. Subject to be announced. All meetings take place at the Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton  
Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire commencing at 10.30.am. Further details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987. We aim  
to finish no later than 4.00.pm. Teas & coffees, a splendid buffet lunch, and very good company await you.
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REPORT ON THE SOUTHERN REGION'S OCTOBER 2013 MEETING                                                  RICHARD DONITHORN

Our Chairman, David Hope, made a very welcome visit to Salisbury to present his extensive display on 'The Swiss 
Postal Coach Service'. 17 members and their partners attended. In thirty years of collecting this subject David has  
assembled a mass of material to illustrate the development of this very efficient and well respected service. Begun 
in 1906, today it still carries the post and meets many public transport needs, in particular for school children,  
commuters and tourists. David's presentation included stamps, postcards, postal stationery cards, seat reservation 
cards,  trial  prints,  commemorative event covers and cancellations,  mail  carried and cancelled on specific bus 
routes and promotional material including replicas of advertising posters. Many of the items included nostalgic  
pictures of early coaches battling the elements and gradients, filled with stoic passengers.
   
Members can learn much about the service and see some of the display in David's four part article which was 
published in the Newsletter between April and August last year. The first motorised run took place from Bern to 
Detligen  in  June  1906,  but  early  teething  problems  meant  that  the  significant  switch  from  horse-drawn  to 
motorised vehicles did not take place until 1918. Improved vehicle design and road upgrading soon enabled some  
routes across mountain passes to be opened up in the summer months. David showed items related to many 
Alpine routes, including several tunnels which eased travel in later years. Winter travel became the norm with 
advances  in  technology  including  effective  snow  clearance  equipment,  3-axle  and  tracked  vehicles  and, 
occasionally, buses designed specifically to operate on a particular route.

Having scoured numerous potential sources in his search for elusive material David is particularly proud of certain  
items. To pick out two: the set of eighteen postal stationery lettercards with imprinted stamp produced for the 
National  Exhibition  held  in  Zürich  in  1939,  each  with  a  large  picture  of  a  coach;  and  three  covers  with 
commemorative cancels and cachets related to the special coach service from Chur to the site of the 4 th Academic 
Winter Games in St. Moritz in 1935. The latter was intended to publicise the opening of the first winter post  
across the Julier Pass, but unfortunately a severe snow storm delayed the launch by two days.

In 1996 responsibility for public transport was passed to the cantons and the PTT had to compete with other bus  
companies for contracts for specific  routes. In 2004 the Post Bus service became a company under separate 
management,  although  it  remained,  and  still  is,  a  part  of  Swiss  Post.  Last  year  the  company  carried  129M  
passengers in 2,157 vehicles on 814 routes. The company also runs the buses in Liechtenstein and several towns  
in Eastern France. The evocative names of vehicle builders such as Saurer, Martini or FBW have gone, but have 
been replaced with Mercedes-Benz and several other modern manufacturers. The village post offices which they  
once served have been closing at a very rapid rate, but the future of the yellow post bus service seems assured for  
many years to come.

The publication of new catalogues has made David aware of many additional items that he would like to have. He  
currently has approximately 100 different official postal stationery cards related to this subject (including the sets  
entitled "The most beautiful post bus routes" issued 1943 to 1946). He estimates that he needs another 50 to  
achieve some semblance of 'completeness'. Several trial prints are also particularly difficult to track down. His  
search goes on. 

Other Members' Displays (after a buffet lunch enjoyed in the hotel's garden – yes, in October!)

Bob Medland showed 19th Century items when the Swiss Federal Postal Service acted as postal agents in Northern 
Italy  serving  settlements  like  Domodossola  and  Chiavenna  by  horse-drawn  coaches  and  wagons.  Among  his 
collection were privately produced parcel cards and a postcard with the original of Koller's famous picture of the  
St. Gotthard Post with only two horses pulling the coach.
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Fred Hoadley displayed some of his collection of TPO cancellations related to private railway companies. Many 
were from the Jura area, the design of the cancel often changing from time to time. Only one boxed, rectangular  
cancel is known – on the Fribourg railway on the route to Morat.  Eric Lienhard showed several unusual items 
including: three early lake steamer advertising cards; postcards of Zürich's trams, railway station and airport (and 
one of Kloten before the airport was built); 2002 National Exhibition 'phone cards and cards showing the floating 
exhibition boat; and postcards featuring the "Spanisch-Brötli-Bahn". Ted Stern produced a beautiful collection of 
very early postcards with pictures of Swiss lake steamers and their passengers parading in their 'Sunday-best' on 
Lakes Geneva, Thun, Lugano and the Vierwaldstättersee.  Anthony Atkinson gave an illustrated potted history of 
the ill-fated Flying boat designed by Dornier and built by a Swiss company from St. Gallen with German money. 
When completed it was the largest and heaviest flying machine ever built, carrying up to 60 passengers with no  
less than 12 engines. It made several short test flights over Swiss territory before embarking on a trial flight to 
South and North America, closely following the route pioneered by its rival, the Zeppelin company. Carrying mail it  
set  off  first  to  Lisbon  where,  after  delays  because  of  a  fire  on  board,  it  travelled  on  to  Rio  de  Janeiro.  
Unfortunately it suffered several technical and weather problems which delayed its arrival in New York by seven 
months! There the company was required to pay outstanding debts that had accrued and as a result became  
bankrupt. The aircraft returned intact to its European base (via Zürich) where the project was abandoned and the 
'plane was eventually scrapped. It was commemorated on an overprinted Newfoundland air mail stamp issued in 
1932. Finally,  Richard Donithorn showed some official Federal Government souvenir postcards of his visit to the 
Parliament building in Bern; books of 19th Century paintings of various 'picturesque Swiss views'  executed on their  
travels by Franz Niklaus König and the British artist William Turner. The display and sale of prints/lithographs of  
such works were instrumental in fostering the advent of tourism in the Alps. Richard wound up with a small 
collection of post-1927 commemorative, Pro Aero, national exhibition and first-day flight covers (including some 
'just for fun' covers produced by the Swissair Philatelic Club and the Swiss Aerophilatelic Society).

BEATRICE RÖLLI-SCHÄR                                                                                                                          EDITOR

Beatrice Rölli-Schär, the wife of Rolf  Rölli,  passed away in August 2013. Together they developed the famous  
stamp dealership and auction house Rölli-Schär to what it is today. As a tribute to her memory some illustrations  
of  'shoulder-'  or  'collar-stamps'  from  the  booklet,  'Les  Porte-timbres  “Postal”',  which  she  wrote  on  these 
interesting philatelic items are shown above. A copy (in French and German) is available in the Society's Library.

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
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